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Moving Canally to 
her new  mooring 

Nick Seton  
manning the ropes 

The Canally looking small as the  
Murray Princess leaves Morgan  

26th December 2014 

Canally with boats overnighting on their way to  
the Wooden Boat Festival February 2015 

Matthew  doing some underwater repairs 
February 2015 
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Coming Events 

Morgan Living River 

16th & 17th May 
A Celebration of Classic 

Putt Putt Boats, Music, 

Games and Famous      

Morgan Hospitality 

To register your Putt Putt, 

purchase tickets or enquire 

about a stall visit 

www.morganlivingriver.com.au 

For more information call 

Mark Davis 0428643018 

Phil Reed 0409608538 

 

 

Working Bees 

Helpers needed for the 

Living River Weekend  

16th & 17th of May from 

9am.  

See Chairman ’ s report  

for details 



Chairperson ’ s Report 

Firstly I would like to welcome 2 new members to the committee, Mark Davis who is a wooden 
boat owner and will oversee our timber work, and Edith Brooks who will take on our publication of   
the ‘Canally Chronicles’ whilst Pamela Francis concentrates on our catering needs.  A big thank 
you to Pamela with her efforts with the ‘Canally Chronicles’ in the past. I would like also to wish 
Nick Seton, one of our committee members, all the best for his university days in Adelaide       
studying Naval Architecture/Marine Engineering. 
In our last publication I said that we were getting a donation from the ‘Riverland Cruising Boat 
Club’ at the end of their ‘Rally for the Canally’ boat run from Customs House to Wentworth. I am 
now pleased to report that we received $2,000.00 from that event.   
The Canally is now happily resting at its permanent mooring site after ‘Murray River Dredging’ put 
4 mooring posts in place near the gauge posts at the end of the old demolished wharf.  The     
bulkheads have been sealed and the new steelwork to extend the steel sister keelsons has    
arrived at the council yard. 
The boiler inspection has been completed and we have received a quote for the boiler             
repairs.  This has been included in our funding request to the council for its 2015 / 16 budget.     
At the moment we are actively engaged in sourcing timber planking, Oakum, tar & etc. for our 
next slipping in Morgan (we hope). We are still looking for a working  
shipwright so if you know of one please let me know. 
We were also pleased to receive our certification on the  
‘Australian Register of Historic Vessels’ from the ‘Australian  
National Maritime Museum’. 
 
WORKING BEE 
On Sunday the 8th of March, 22 volunteers attended a working                                                    
bee which enabled us to finish off timber planking preparation,  
place 4 large ‘I’ beams for sister Keelson extension in the  
forward and aft holds and erect new shelving and clear up the 
shed. Many thanks to all who attended and to Pamela for  
keeping us fed and watered. 
  
 
 
 
 
 
Our next Working Bee should be a fun weekend on the 16th & 17th. of May where we will be     
assisting in the running of the ‘Morgan Living River ’weekend.   Proceeds of which will go to the 
restoration of the PS Canally.  We are looking for helpers to patrol the closed river precinct     
(boat required), run games, assist in the Canally Cafe & Canally information booth.   
  
Phil Reed  
Chairperson                 

History Corner 
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The photo in the last edition was of a ‘Richards Patent Steam – Engine Indicator’ British patent 
1278 which was granted in 1878.  Manufacture date of this unit is unknown.  
The unit was donated to the Canally last year by Peter Bernado. 
An engine indicator was originally a small mechanically-operated instrument which gave an  
insight into the operation of pressure-operated machines— steam engines, gas and oil engines, 
compressors, condensers, even guns—by comparing the rise and fall of pressure during the 
operating cycle. The use of an oscillating drum allowed variations in pressure to be recorded on 
both the outward and return strokes of the operating cycle. 
When a mechanic attaches an engine analyser to the engine of your vehicle he may be using 
state-of-the-art equipment, but what he is doing has been done by mechanics for more than 200 
years. The first instrument for analysing the performance of an engine, and even recording the 
results on paper, was invented some time shortly before 1800.   
                                                                                                               
                                                                              

 
 

Preparing to launch PS Canally at 
Koondrook 1907 

Photo from State Library Collection 


